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customer steps

problem with Lotus
Notes Mail and
Calendar syncing

Lotus Notes
Mail and
Calendar syncing
works

NAVIGATE PRE-RECORDED MENU

DIAL

WAIT

TALK TO AGENT

FOLLOW AGENT’S STEPS TO SOLVE PROBLEM

PROBLEM
SOLVED

Ticket number

HANG UP?

hazard line

how long am i being
put on hold for?

onstage

Dislike calling call centers
i’m pressing ‘3’ and
nothing is happening...

6D1511 is before
6A1511 in the menu
choices... did I hear
6D1511 correctly?

customer’s journey

he’s assuming i know all the
IBM language even though I’ve
repeatedly told him I was new
finally, the agent is back

he’s apologizing for software malfunction - is this
the same problem i was
just having? or should i be
worrying about something
else?

is he even listening to
me? he seems to be
typing a lot. and not
paying attention.

what is a ticket number?

he’s talking really fast

he solved the
problem!

service
representative

area
visibility
line
of of
visibility

provider’s steps

Ask for employee serial
number.

Present customer with menu options to
redirect call.
Redirect call after customer inputs a
choice.

DIRECT CALL TO PROPER DEPT.

WAIT FOR CALL

Introduce yourself.
Apologize for software
malfunction.

Ask customer what
problem they’re having.

Look up information regarding
Lotus Notes Mail and Calendar
syncing on database.

Ask what error message
the customer is getting.

Proceed to follow steps outlined in documentation.

Confirm that the
customer’s problem
is solved.

Thank customer for calling IBM HELP.

Ask if they are on or
off site.

INTRODUCTION

Ask customer to write down the ticket number.
Email this ticket number to the customer.

Ask if the customer
has any other
problems.

GET PROBLEM

WALK CUSTOMER THROUGH PROBLEM SOLUTION

FIND SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

CONCLUDE

GIVE TICKET NUMBER

support
processes

backstage
application

backstage

script

Give introductory speech.
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